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ABA inspects law school
By Alex Moskovic
Editor
A site evaluation team
consisting of representatives
from the American Bar
Association (ABA) and the
Association of American Law
Schools (AALS) conducted a
four day inspection at the VU
School of Law to ensure that
the law school is continuing
to
meet
the
ABA
accreditation standards.
The six member
evaluation team arrived at
the law school on Sunday,
November 3, and completed
its inspection on Wednesday,
November 6. The team
included
five
ABA
representatives and one
AALS representative. The
investigation was part of a
routine inspection conducted
every seven r,ears at all ABA
aa:redited law schools. Some
of the areas investigated were
resources, finances, library
facilities and alumni status.
The entire evaluation
process begins with self
studies conducted by both the
f aculty and students. Once

of the .University," explained
Curtis Cichowski, Assistant
Dean of the VU School of
Law.
According
to
Cichowski,
this
confidentiality requirement is
imposed by the ABA, not the
law school.
During the 1985
inspection,
the
site
evaluation team concluded
that the primary· problem
with the VU School of Law
was the building. Since then,
Wesemann
Hall
was
constructed. The team has
yet to visit the new facility.
According to Associate Dean
Bruce Berner, the primary
problem that the school is
currently faced with is the
lack of recruitment of
minority students. However,
Berner explained that this
deficiency in minority
recruitment is a direct result
of heavy market constraints.
Overall, both Berner and
Cichowski
expressed
confidence in the law school's
current status.
"We don't know what they
are going to find now. We
think we are in really good
shape," estimated Cichowski.
"The law school is in no
danget: of losing its
accreditation."

the ABA/AALS investigation
is completed, the team
submits a report of its
findings to the ABA. The
ABA ultimately sends an
"action letter" to the school Editor,s Note: The Forum
requiring the school to was submitted for publication
correct
the
problems on Monday, November 4 and
therefore, the site evaluation
specified, if any.
story
could not be covered in
"The final report from the
ABA is confidential and will more detail. The Forum will
only be available to the Dean, print a follow-up to this
the Faculty and the President article in the January issue.

Indiana Supreme
Court to hear case at
VU School of Law
By Stacey Strentz
News Editor
Phi Delta Phi is
ponsoring the Indiana
Supreme Court visit to the
Law School on November 12,
1991 from 11:00 a.m. until
noon.
The case which the court
will hear is Eakan v.
Kumiega. It is a medical
malpractice case. The issue
centers on the Indiana
Malpractice Act which
limits recovery. The plaintiff
is suing for damages for
negligent infliction of
emotional distress.

overturn the physical injury
aspect of the sudden impact
rule as it applies to this case.
Chief Justice Randall T.
Shepard and the other
justices of the Indiana
Supreme Court will be
hearing arguments and
deciding this case at the law
school.
The Court visits the Law
School so as to provide
students the opportunity to
see a case being argued and
witneBS the possible making
of new law in the field of
torts.

There will be a reception
Under current law, the in the Atrium when students
sudden impact rule bars will have a chance to speak to
recovery unless t here is the justices and attorneys.
physical injury. This plaintiff All law students are invited
is trying to have t he court to attend.

Good
Luck on
Finals
November 6,1991

Reproductive Rights Week observed
By Ken Skolnik
Managing Editor

explained that her church
believes that laws and society
represent our patriarchal
During the fourth week of society. Therefore, woman
October, the Coalition for have a right to assert their
Choice law student group rights in order to overcome
sponsored a week of activities their position in the
to celebrate Reproductive patriarchal hierarchy. With
Rights. The week honored a in that, her church enforces
women's right to chose from the woman's right to have an
a variety of birth control abortion. However such a
methods and also her right to right shou.Jd be used only
when proceeding with the
terminate a pregnancy.
On October 23, the pregnancy and having the
Coalition for Choice co- child may harm her well
sponsored with the S.B.A. being.
and the Indiana Civil Liberty
Toni Carmer explained the
Union a speech by the
parents of Becky Bell. The
Bells Shared their tragic
experience with students in
an evening candlelight vigil in
front of the law school.
The Bells advocate against
parental consent laws. They
feel these laws turned their
daughter into a victim. The
Bell's teenage daughter,
Becky, became pregnant.
Because Becky fit within the
parameters of parental
consent laws, Becky needed
her parents approval to
~

Therefore, he can only guide
a woman as to the choices she
can make about her life. In
the abortion context, he will
not counsel a woman to
obtain an abortion for
economic reasons. However,
abortions for mental or
physical health are permitted
by the Reform movement.
A third event occurred
on Friday, October 25,
Coalition for Choice and the
Indiana Civil Liberties Union
hosted a speech by Dena
Riggs. Riggs is a lobbyist in

receive a legal abortion.

Bee y
feare d
the
consequences of telling her
parents about her situation,
so she opted to obtain an
illegal abortion for which no
parental
consent
was
required.
Becky latter
developed a serious infection
from the uncertified abortion.
As the Bells stated, they
learned of Becky's condition
when it was too late As the
Bells explained, Becky died in
their
arms
from
hemorrhaging on the way to
the hospital.
The next event in honor of
reproductive rights was on
Thursday, October 24. The
Coalition
for
Choice
sponsored a symposium of
religious views of abortion in
the Student Union's Great
Hall.
The discussion
consisted of Dr. Barbara
Edgecomb of the Unitarian
Universalists church, Toni
Carmer of the United
Methodist
Church
in
Valparaiso, and Rabbi Bruce
Gottlieb of Sinai Temple in
Michigan City.
Dr. Barabara Edgecomb
discussed her church's belief
on abortion. Dr. Ed~ecomb

Three religious leaders speak about their
pro-choice views.
PJwto by Jenji Sackett
Methodist approach to
abortion. She diBCU.Bsed how
Methodism governs itself
through a book of discipline.
Within this discipline, the
Methodist congress outlines
the guidelines by which
Methodists live their life.
Methodism believes that all
members are within the
ministry.
In the context of abortion,
the church allows a woman to
have an abortion if it will
cause an emotional, economic,
or physical damage to her
well being. The factors for
the women to determine are
according to her own choices
and upon faCt specific criteria.
However, Carmer stated that
Methodism does not permit
women to use abortion as a
means of birth control.
The final panelist was
Rabbi Bruce Gottlieb. Rabbi
Gottlieb explained that the
Rabbis place in the synagogue
is not to dictate to each
member how to run their life.

the Indiana legislature for
Planned Parenthood. Riggs
di8CU88ed how she thinks the
Indiana legislature will
handle the abortion issue in
the next term. She stated
that the 1990 term was a big
year for abortion rights since
the U.S. Supreme Court
decided some landmark
decisions that year.
In 1991, little movement
has been made on the
abortion question and Riggs
believes 1992 will not see
very much action on abortion
issues.
Riggs believes that
legislatures will not concern
themselves with abortion
issues since they will be
facing an election year. In
addition, many are tired of
the iBBue on both sides of the
lobbying effort. She also feels
that Indiana legislatures will
not discuBS any issues in the
debate until the High Court
addresses the same question.

Co-Curricular teams slated for competition
By Drew Dillworth
Editor
On the weekend of
November 16, 1991, the
members of the National
Moot Court Team and the
Negotiation Team will
compete in their respective
events. The members of both
teams have spent the past
month and a half polishing
their skills in the hopes of

advancing to the final round
of their events.
The National Moot Court
team will field two teams in
this year's competition, to be
held in Chicago on the 1416th of November. One team
is comprised of Michael .
Mollering, Terri Mead, and
Chip Woods. The other is
comprised of Ted Johnson,
Phil Williams , and Kevin

Mack. Both of these teams
hope to advance to the rmals
which will be held in New
York early next semester.
The Negotiations Team,
comprised of Evan Anderson,
Pat Scanlon, Robert Capp,
and Jim Thompson will also
field two teams in this year
event, to be held at Notre
Dame Law School on
November 16.

News

2 TheFonun November 8,1991

Monsanto Lecture to be held
VU School of Law Press
Release
.

Valparaiso University
.school of Law will host the
Sixth Annual Lecture
Symposium on the future of
tort law reform on Thursday,
November 14, 1991 at 3:00
P.M.. in Wesemann Hall.
This annual series is
endowed by a generous gift
from the Monsanto Fund, the
eleemosynary arm of the
Monsanto Company. The gift
enables Valparaiso University
to invite distinguished
scholars and professionals
critically to re-examine the
deep theory of tort as it has
evolved in this oountry and to
explore avenues for its
reform. This may include
comment
upon
the
contingent-fee practice,
punitive damages, strict
liability concepts, the use and
misuse of expert witnesses,
the problem of causation in
science and law, the role of
insurance, the manner of
bearing "process costs," even
the jury system itself.
Each year, the manuscript,

of which the lecture is a
distillation, will be published
by Valparaiso University as a
monograph and republished
as an article in the Valparaiso
University Law Review.
This year's participants
are: George L. Priest, John
M. Olin Professor of Law and
Economics, Yale Law School;
Robert L. Rabin, A. Calder
Mackay Professor of Law,
Stanford Law School; Ernest
J. Weinrib, Professor, Faculty
of Law, University of
Toronto; Peter W. Huber,
Senior Fellow, Manhattan
Institute for Policy Research;
and, Richard A. Epstein,
James
Parker
Hall
Distinguished
Service
Professor of Law, University
of Chicago.
Two alumnus, Richard W.
Duesenberg, Senior VicePresident, General Counsel
and Secretary of the
Monsanto Company, and
John L. Mason, President of
the Monsanto Fund, have
been instrumental in the
development of this lecture
series.

Students attend public
interest law conference
By: Judy Nolde
Contributor

pedagogical techniques, such
as clinics and simultations.

Several VUSL students
attended the national Public
Interest Law (NAPIL)
Conference in Washington,
D.C. on October 26, 27, 1991.
The following is a report from
a workshop at the conference
titled, "Law Schools: Help or
Hinderance in the Struggle
for Equal Justice."
The workshop was
inspiring, invigorating and
encouraging for those of us
who have aspirations to
practice law in the service of
human needs. Haywood
Burns, Dean of City
University of New York Law
School (CUNY), began by
stating, "you can make a
difference!" The myth is that
we have too many lawyers in
the country. The problem is
that too many lawyers are
serving too few interests; the
problem is maldistribution
within the legal profession.
"You are needed and you can
make a difference!"
CUNY Law School itself
incorporates a progressive
approach to the study of law.
The school's motto is, "law in
the service of human needs."
A few of the ways that the
school
attempts
to
incorporate a progressive
approach in its curriculum
and administration ar e t o
aggressively r ecruit students
who have p ublic interest
a spirations, diversify the
faculty by focussin g on a
prospective candidate's work
ex perience with the poor,
offer COUI'B t hat specifically
address
poverty,
and
emphasize
different

Coordinator and Lecturer of
th
ein teruniversi ty
Consortium on Poverty Law
at Harvard Law School,
continued by stating that
students can be a powerful
force for change. He said,
"Law schools are created to
serve faculty; students acan
come and pay an exorbitant
fee." Professor Singsen III
analogized students to
caterpillars. Students are
potential butterflies but right
now they are caterpillars
eating leaves of textbooks.
Truly,
butterflies
are
powerful
creatures.
Monarchs migrate south over
1,000 miles every year! As
caterpillars, students need to
discover their own emotive,
creative metamorphasis .
Working with and on behalf
of
the
poor
is
a
transformation in one's self
that ultimately transforms
society. He ended by saying,
"Be a butterfly! Be for
Truth!
Finally, Edgar S. Cahn, cofounder of the Antioch School
of Law which is the first
clini ~I law school in the
country, spoke in a soft and
compelling voice about the
need for a new legal delivery
system. He began by saying
that t he la w shou ld be
consumer-gener a t ed, n ot
lawyer-generated. In order to
h a v e a new legal delivery
system to obtain "mass
justice in a mass democratic
society," the legal profession

Antone G. Singsen III,

See Students,
page6
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Jewish immigrants talk to. law students
by Ken Skolnik
Managing Editor

On Tuesday, October 15,
1991, the Jewish Law
Students' Association hosted
a discussion delivered by
Irene and Yum Grot
Gershman
who
have
immigrated from Kiev in the
Ukraine to Valparaiso.
The Gershman's settled in
the Valparaiso area because
Yum works for a local
chemical company. Before
emigrating from the Soviet
Union, Irene was a computer
programmer. She is working
at Miller's Mart until she is
able to find a computer
position in the area.
The Gershman& delivered a
vivid and insightful account
of their experiences in the
Ukraine before they left for
the United States. They told
the audience their accounts of
the Chernobyl disaster,
situated less than 70 miles
from their home. Since the

Gershman's have a friend
who is a high ranking
government official, they
knew about the nuclear
disaster
before
the
government released the
news to the public. Upon this
information, the Gerahmans
left Kiev to limit their
exposure to radiation.
The Gershmana also
discussed
their
work
experiences in the Soviet
Union. Because the Soviet
system is so far from a
market economy, they do not
believe that people in the
Soviet Union will be able to
adjust to a market system
with ease. They reminisced
about the days when as
university students, they
were required by the
government to spend two
weeks during the harvest
system picking crops.
In addition, the
Gershmans explained that
since Anti-Semitism is so
ingrained into Soviet society,

they don't expect it to end in
the near future. They feel
that they were discriminated
against as Jews living in the
Ukraine. However, under
Glasnost there is a greater
tolerance for Jewish learning
and there is now even a
Jewish school in Kiev.
The Gershmans said
the real reason they came to
the United States was not for
their sake, but for their 15
year old son Boris. They
believe that there is a much
greater opportunity for their
son here than there was in
the Soviet Union.
The Gerahmana are
happy with life in the United
States. They said, "Of all the
governments in the world,
they think the U.S. way is the
best."
But they also
commented that they don't
understand why our country
tolerates hearings like the
Clarence
Thomas
confirmations to be presented
on public T.V.

Elvis leaves seclusion of Kalamazoo for DEA career in D.C.
By Pete Mills
Contributor

make his pistol purchases
seem legitimate by becoming
" ... aFede ra l[Drug
In December, 1970, the E n for cement] Agent at
K ing went on a spending Large ... working against the
spree buying several cars and drug problem ... [hits] way
over thirty handguns. After a through
[his]
dispute with his father about communications with people
the purchases, Elvis took off of all ages."
to Washington, D.C. The
Elvis told the President he
King was apparently trying to had " ... done an in-depth

study of drug abuse ... and
[that he, the King, waa] right
in the middle of the y.rhole
thing where [he could and
would] do the most good.
Presley failed to mention that
his "in-depth study" included
his personal abuse.
Presley told the White
House staff that he had been

See Elvis, page 6
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Quest for Mid-East peace
ByGregCopp
Contributing Assistant Editor
In May 1948, the United
States became the first
county to recognize the new
nation of Israel. The same
day, the five Arab countries
surrounding Israel declared
war on that new state.
The Arab-Israeli conflict
has been not just a Middle
East problem, but also an
American dilemma, ever
since. The U.S. has poured
billions of dollars in aid into
Israel since 1948, and that
support has earned us the
enmity of much of the Arab
world.
Peace would serve the
interests of the United States
almost as much as it would
the Arabs and Israelis, who
have both squandered their
blood and treasure in a bitter
vendetta that has resulted in
victory for no one but
aeveatation for many.
Can this peace conference
really bring peace? The short
answer is, No. The combined
efforts of Allah and Yahweh
themselves could not wipe
away four decades of rage and
hatred in one sitting. But a
start toward peace may have

In three days of speeches,
already been made. After all,
through the first three days each nation solemnly vowed
of the conference, no by all that was most holy not
delegation had stormed out of to budge an inch or bel'\d a
the hall trailing clouds of principle. They may have
curses. For Israelis and meant what they said. It is
Arabs
to
remain also possible they were simply
noncombatants for three days getting the preliminary and
locked in the same room obligatory accusations out of
the way to stake out the high
together is progress.
This article is being ground before getting down
written as the first three-day to the real backroom dealing.
The fact that the
phase of the conference has
concluded. By the time it is conference is taking place at
published, the whole thing all is due to the startling
may have collapsed.
A events of the last three years
calamity may have sabotaged that have seen the Soviet
the
meeting,
or
the Union collapse and the
controversies may have United States ally itself with
proven too thorny to resolve, an Arab coalition raised to
as they ~ve since 1948. The defeat Iraq. The RUSBians are
gap between the two aides no longer in a position to back
was demonstrated by an their former Arab clients in a
exchange Friday between showdown with the United
Israel's Yitzhak Shamir, who States. In fact, the Soviets
called the Syrians a gang of are probably more inclined to
terrorists and one of the most placate the "rich" Americans
tyrannical countries in the in the Middle East now in
world,
and a
Syrian hopes of gaining U.S. aid in
representative who pulled out the future. The Arabs still
a photograph of a Swedish see the United States as the
peace envoy from the United guarantor of Israel, but some
Nations who the Syrian said bonds, however tenuous, were
Shamir
had
helped formed
between
the
assassinate in 1948 as a Americana and the Arab
leader in an Israeli terrorist members of the victorious
group.
ee Quest, page 4
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or not to peace
By Daniel Buksa
Viewpoints Editor

regain their state were set
forth
some
eighteen
centuries later in the Balfour
Wishful thinking and Declaration. Following the
hubris: The two elements Holocaust during the Second
that comprise President World War, a homeland for
Bush and his yapping the Jews became all the more
schnauzer, Secretary of State paramount.
Jim Baker's foreign policy
The provisions of the 1947
towards the middle east United Nations partition
peace process.
plan of Palestine called for a
The fll'st round of the so- Jewish and a Palestinian
called peace talks have been state gerrymandered into
completed in Madrid. what is now all of Israel. The
Instigated by Baker, Israel Jews accepted this proposal,
has sat down with its enemy but the Arabs, not keen on
neighbors; all sides engaging the idea of co-existence with
in blustery rhetoric. ·By the Jews, decided for another
getting the two sides go at Hitler's "final
together,
President solution."
Buah(believing himself to be
Israel resisted five
a foreign policy wizard) and invading armies to win ita
"Wanna-be President in '96" independence and become a
Baker believe that their nation. The Palestinians,
incomparable abilities will because of their hatred and
bring peace to a region at myopic aiding with the Arab
war for the past four state's nefarious devises,
millenia.
became refugees.
Accounts of the struggle
The Arab states didn't
between the J ewa and the give up on trying to push the
Arabs abound in the Old Jews into the Mediterranean.
Testament of the Bible. They tried with outright war
After being expelled from in 1956, and 1967, and 1973.
Israel during the Diaspora, When not engaged in war,
provisions for the J wa to See Peace, page 4

Chastity is about love, not sex
By Norbert F. Gaughan
The trouble with the
modern view about chastity is
that secularists think it has
something to do with sex. It
doesn't. It has everything to
do with love.
Moderns are not fussy
about words and their
meaning; one word is as good
as another. When you move
into the area of chastity, the
secular vocabulary is usually
negative.
When Jeff
Greenfield, a TV critic, once
asked Dr. Mortimer Adler, "Is
your idea of God of someone
who wants us all to be
celibate before marriage?"
that went right by Dr. Adler,
philosopher though he may

be.
The answer is, of course

God does, because the word
"celibate" means "the state of
not being married."
What Greenfield really
meant to ask was, "Does God
want us all to be chaste
before marriage?"
The
answer is, not only before
marriage
but
during
marriage, because chastity is
really a virtue that helps each
of us to use our sexual powers
to give ourselves completely
to the human being we love in
marriage.
Yet our age is so fixed on
sex, as completely separated
from love, Americana have
become, as Father Joseph
Manton wryly observed, a
people who look for purity
only in soap.
Sex in human life, said
Dominican Father Walter

Farrell, has two purposes:
one is the expression of love,
for love is something uniquely
human. Only human passion
carries the message of love
and that love is always
individual. Thus, while
humans may share sexual
organa with other animals,
because man is unique, a
rational animal, it is the
quality of love which takes
that power of sex and raised
it to a high purpose.
Sex has another end: it
helps humans share with God
the power to call into being
another human being, a
precious gift not highly
esteemed these days.
Alas, too much of

See Chastity,
page7

The correct step
on behalf of lawful gunowners who, like all of us, are
You are being cheated. We deeply concerned about
all are.
Everyday the America's violent crime rate.
American Dream is fast I have shared the anger and
becoming · an American frustration of crime victims
Nightmare as violent repeat who routinely see the
crimfu.als routinely rape, rob, inability of our criminal
assault, murder and steal justice system to enforce
with virtual impunity. And many of the tough ,laws
with every criminal act, already on the books.
The failure of our criminal
honest, law-abiding citizens
become more and more justice system is appalling
and frightening, but it's true.
enraged.
·
I have felt _and still feel On a recent NBC Nightly
that rage myself, after years News segment, the activities
of testifying on Capitol Hill of one man, 25 year old Scott

By James Jay Baker

Stewart, brought home this
harsh reality.
In 1984, Stewart
kidnapped a St. Paul,
Minnesota woman and raped
her at knifepoint. He served
three years. Then he raped
another St. Paul woman after
kidnapping her at gunpoint.
He was sentenced to five
years, but Stewart served
only three years in St. Cloud
State Prison. His next victim
was Melissa "Missy" Johnson,
a college senior in St. Cloud

See Guns, page 4
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Clash of the titans
By Kevin Anderson
Assistant Viewpoints Editor
The government is once
again preparing to exercise its
authority to enjoin activity
under the Endangered
Species Act. This time the
stakes are higher than ever
before and the act is likely to
be
subjected
to
an
unprecedented level of
scrutiny. The villain in this
latest drama is the California
agriculture industry.
ExceBBive demands placed
upon groundwater supplies
combined with persistent
drought conditions have
threatened the continued
existence of the tiny Delta
Smelt. The fish in question is
indigenous to the estuarian

marsh near San Francisco
known as Montezuma's
Slough.
The slough,
America's largest eatuarian
marsh, has been significantly
diminished over the past ten
years due to ground water
pumping and runoff diversion
to supply nearby reservoirs.
The smelt spawns in the
mixing zone where salty
ocean water blends with clear
runoff waters from the High
Sierras. As a result, a
reduction in the available
freshwater supply impacts
upon the smelt's habitat both
in terms of quantity and
quality. While many species
have suffered due to the

See Delta Smelt,
page4
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A demand for consistency
students author 15-20 page
research projects, with
footnotes, in law review form.
So what does the Dean Some professors did not want
have in store for us next? A to participate in the program
fourth year of law school? at all. What difference
Dean Gaffney and the between the extremes.
the
administration
cannot· Unfortunately,
continue to heap additional requirement was temporarily
graduation requirements
upon law students, especially "Dean Gaffney and the
in a manner that seems to
indicate a policy of action administration cannot
to
heap
before careful thought. continue
Given three developments in additional graduation
the curriculumirculates since requirements upon law
I have started at V.U., I students, especially in a
halfbeartedly believe t hat a
fourth year of law school will manner that seems to
soon be necessary
t o indicate a policy of
accommodate Dean Gaffney's action before careful
interpretation of our best thought."
academic interests.
First came the second year suapended towards the end of
writing requirement. What the Spring 1991 Semester, no
an ill conceived idea that was. doubt due to the great
Some professors required inconsistencies between the
students to write a couple of depth of various assigned
informal three page papers. writing projects as the result
Other professors had their of a total lack of planning. A

fine example of acting
without thinking. Now,
there is a second year writing
program in place that
appears to be working as well
as can be expected. Perhaps
a little bit of thought was
given to this program this
time around. Too late. for the
Guinea Pigs of the class o
.. 92, though.
Next came the pro bono
requirement. This program
includes arbitrary rules that
have questionable basis in
logic. Why can't a second
year receive credit for pro
bono work? Why isn't the
faculty required to also
perform such work, especially
those who have
not
extensively practiced law and
are therefore out of touch
with the realities of the legal
profession? I do know that
some faculty members
voluntarily do pro bono work.
Interestingly, the Indiana

far-flung battlefield. Throw
into the equation the
probability that Israel has a
nuclear arsenal, while no
Arab nation even has an
coalition in the Persian Gulf atomic bomb, the Arabs'
military option seems to be
War.
The Arabs trust the an unplayable card.
Those are the stark
United States a little more,
and it must be said that they realities that opened a
no doubt respect us more in window of opportunity for

Middle East find some way
themselves to live in peace.
And there is really some
doubt as to whether the
commitment is there.

Guns, from.
page3

sentenced.
Some say building prison
cells is too costly. The facts
prove otherwise. A recent
report by the Botec Analysis
Corp. found that the total
annual cost of operating a
prison cell ranges from
$23,000 to $70,000. But, at
the same time, researchers
conducting the study found
that the crime prevented by
building enough prison
cells-so that a currently
imprisoned felon would spend
one additional year behind
bar s-would
generate
between $172,000 a nd $2.3
million in crime prevention
benefits per inmate.
In the 1980's, the per
capita incarceration rate
increased by 99 percent, while
the FBI recorded its lowest
single-decade rise in the
violent crime rate-just 11
percent. I say let's dedicate
the funding and the
leadership to reform the
criminal justice system to
keep violent criminals locked
up.
And what has been the
response from some on
Capitol Hill? A Crime Bill
that
contains
no
corresponding mandate for
funds for prison expansion
and no funding requirement

By Alex Brown
Contributing Asst. Editor

Quest, from.
page3

See Demand,
page7

An article in the Nov.
l,Chicago Tribune revealed
that the United States
promised Jordan $22 million
in arms if the Jordanians
e w
o t e pe ormance peace talks to take place. The attended the Madrid peace
of the American military harsher reality ahead is that conference. If that truly is
machine in the Gulf conflict, no amount of American the only way to forge peace in
cajoling, the Middle East, then the
which seemed to inaugurate a chiding,
encouragement
or
threats
can process will surely be a long
new epoch in warfare, with
"smart" weapons and rapid bring peace to the region and painful one-not to say
deployment of troops over a unless the peoples of the costly for the United States.

who disappeared less than a
week after Stewart was
released. Police said Miss
Johnson had been kidnapped,
raped and her throat was cut.
Almost immediately police
turned to Stewart. Police say
Stewart led them to the body.
He was arreste d and h e's
awaiting trial.
More a nd more in our
country, the criminal justice
system i s logjammed , and
violent repeat criminals are
going free, everyday. In a
recent study for the National
Center for Policy Analysis,
researchers discovered that
the "price" of urder, based
on the risk of arrest,
prosecution
and
imprisonment, to be less than
2 and a half ye
in prison
time. For burglary, it's 5.4
days. For motor vehicle theft,
it's 3.8 days.
We e facing a deadly
enemy in this country. The
enemy is the recidivist violent
criminal. Ev Congressman
Charle Schumer(D-NY), a
leading sponsor of anti-gun
legislation, said in a recent
tel · ion report that "Repeat
violent offenders are at the
nexus o
e hoi problem of
viole t crime in this country.

Fifteen percent, a relatively
small number of criminals,
commit 80 percent of the
violent crime."
On that score,
Representative Schumer is
right. But he is flat wrong in
espousing gun prohibition as
a way to curb crime. His
failed anti-gun policies and
proposals serve only to divide
our communities pitting
neighbor against neighbor in
the fra ctious "gun control
debate" when what we should
debatin g is t rue cr imin a l
justice r eform. In t hat, I see
Americans being cheated,
again, until the U.S. Congress
wakes up and takes collective,
unified aim at the criminal.
Horrible events like Scott
Stewart's rampage are
becoming common place as
our criminal justice system
turns out violent felons day
after day. A significant
reason for this disgraceful
system of revolving door
justice is our country's
desperate shortage of prison
space. Moat states are under
a Federal mandate to prevent
prison overcrowding and now
must clear out criminals to
make room for more.
Convicted vio ent felons are
serving only a portion of their
entences.
In Texas,
prisoners routinely serve
about a month for every year

See guns, page 7

Peace, from page 3
they were terrorizing
unarmed Jews in Munich,
Lod Airport, Entebee, and
Ma'alot, to name but a few.
Now, as it becomes
obvious to the Arabs that
they can not defeat Israel
militarily nor terrorize it into
submission, they come to the
peace table to collect
possession of lands that they
have a dubious claim on.
Furthermore, their motives
should remain suspect. Only
Egypt has made peace with
Israel; all the other Arab
nations remain in a state of
war with her. The PLO, the
organization that claims to
represent the Palestinian
people, maintains a call for
the destruction of the state of

Israel in its charter.
After a holocaust and
years of war and terrorism, it
is hardly surprising that
Israel possesses a healthy
distrust of its heavily armed
and openly hostile neighbors.
In their quest to go down in
history as great statesmen,
Bush and Baker appear
blinded to the possibility that
once again the Jews are
getting set up for a baking.

.

Perhaps peace might
prevail. It would certainly be
nice if four thousand years of
enmity ended. It will be a
sad indictment of humanity
however, if the ambitions of
some politicians are sated at
the cost of the eradication of
a race of people.

Delta smelt, from, page 3
reduction of the natural efforts are expected to seek to
marsh, the Delta Smelt is at block the recommended
the forefront
of the listing.
controversy because its
The smelt's entry onto the
continued existence is most endangered list would require
directly threatened.
that the federal government
The Federal Fish and withdraw all funding and
Wildlife Service has proposed subsidy of Central California
that the Delta Smelt be water projects. While it is
entered onto the endangered generally accepted that the
species list. Section 7 of the rl8h deserves a spot on the list
Act requires all federal its fate is not a forgone
departments and agencies to conclusion.
take necessary steps to insure
In 1974, when the Snail
that no action be taken with Darter was Hated, _ the
federal fun ds or support Endangered Specie~ :Act 'Was
which threatens to jeopardize less than a year old. The
the continued existence of country was sailing on the
any listed species. This tide of the original Earth Day
includes a prohibition on "enlightenment" and public
activity which will result in sentiment favored species
the destruction of the natural preservation over the energy
habitat of a listed species. interest. It is worth noting
The government need not be that popular enthusiasm was
involved in direct action not diverted in the wake of
which destroys the habitat. the Oil Embargo.
The destruction or significant
modification need only be
Today the sympathy for
linked by the predictable the preservation law has
indirect effects of the begun to fade. Public interest
governmental action.
has been diluted recently due
to hardship experienced by
Although this situation is the timber industry in
similar to the famous Snail defense of the Northern
Darter controversy of the Spotted Owl. We seem to be
1970's, the differences more willing to sacrifice in
warrant special attention in favor of warm blooded animal
this
circumstance. than on behalf of a seemingly
Construction on the Tellico insignificant species of fish.
Dam project was halted when
that fish, whose only known
The position of the
p opulat ion lived i n the executive
branch
is
affected a r ea
of the questionable in the face of
Tennessee River, was listed this obvious policy dilemma.
as an endangered species. California, the nation's most
The Act, which is based upon populace state , car ries
the ecological view that significant
clout
in
respects the value of all life comparison to Tennessee. In
over economic development addition, President Bush's
and exploitation, was invoked decision to sacrifice a wildlife
and the project
was refuge in favor of oil interests
disbanded regardless of the would indicate that the
expense involved. The Snail administration is likely to
Darter won out over a side with agriculture in this
Tennessee hydro-electric instance. Nevertheless, the
plant. The Delta Smelt, on Sierra Club and other
the other hand, faces a more powerful environmental
substantial
opponent. interests promise to become
Preservation of that species embroiled in this controversy.
would require the sacrifice of The result promises to set a
a
major
portion
of trend which will steer
California's agricultural environmental law for years
production
capacity. to come. The situation bears
Consequently, substantial watching.
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Heard in the Halls
PlaYbill
Elm and Broadway

Career Services Corner: Legal
employment opportunities
By Gail Peshel
Director of Career Services
Please consider this an
encouragement to begin your
job search by engaging in self
assessment-think through
your past experiences and
determine what aspects of
prior jobs or classes were
most interesting to you.
After all, upon graduating
you will spend the m~ority of
each day in your chosen full
time position. It stands to
reason, therefore, that you
should choose a job you enjoy.
Self assessment typically
begins with a determination
of your strengths and
interests. Usually comfort
and satisfaction levels are
relational to the degree in
which a position utilizes one's
strengths. In order to get to
this point, however, the kinds
of jobs which utilize your
particular strengths and
interests must be identified.
With this in mind, I have
attempted to identify ~ of
the career tracks other
attorneys have chosen. This
· s is by no •means exclusive;
additional lists, resources,
and employer information can
be found in Career Services.
PLEASE stop in and let us
direct you to these resources.

Law Firma
Nationally, approximately
62% of each graduating class

enters private practice.
Firms vary in size and in type
of practice. A large law fll'Dl
may employ hundreds of
attorneys; large law firms
generally encompass all
practice areas and are
segmented by practice area.
Some smaller-sized firms
specialize in only one area of
practice. Other small to midsized fmns specialize in only
one area of practice. Other
small to mid-sized rll'Dl8 hire
from their summer clerks,
but some smaller-sized firms
will only hire as growth
requires. A few graduates go
into solo practice. Solo
pr ctice requires office space
d the ability to draw clients
to the practice.

environmental, international,
contracts, labor, securities,
finance,
patent
and
trademark law are a few of
the practice areas within a
corporation.
Most
corporations do not have inhouse training programs and
almost exclusively hire
experienced attorneys from
law firm and government
practice.
Government Agencies
Government provides
many
employment
opportunities for attorneys.
Positions are available with
federal agencies and at the
state, county, and city levels.
Generally speaking, divisions
and agencies found at the
federal level are duplicated at
each of the state, county, and
city levels.
is

The federal government
one of the largest

" . . The Kinds of jobs
which utilize your
strengths and interests
must be identified."

employers of attorneys in the
United States. Because of its
national scope, diverse areas
of operation, and large
number of departments and
agencies, there are wide
choices of legal fields and
geographic locations from
which to choose. Many
agencies offer summer
clerkship programs for
second-year students. No
uniform hiring procedure
exists among the federal
agencies; some hire through a
central office while others
leave hiring decisions to
individual divisions. Career
Services has compiled a
summer clerking application
deadline list and is in the
process of compiling a listing
of federal positions available
to 1992 graduates.

The military offers
significant opportunities for
law graduates. There are
Judge
Advocate General
Co
rations
There is a growing tr nd Corps positions available in
for corporations to hire in- all branches of the armed
bouse counsel Routine legal services.
State agencies offer an
matters of the organization
can be handled more excellent career starting point
efficiently and economically for many lawyers and provide
by the corporation's own legal training in a particular area
staff. Depending on the size of law. Most state agencies
of the legal department, a do no have well-organized
State
corporate attorney may hiring programs.
handle all legal matters agencie generally hire when
including litigation or m_ay a need ari es (and the
erve as liaison with outstde budgets allow).
Counties, cities. and
counsel on certain matters.
other
levels of government
Products liability, antitrust,

below the state level hire
attorneys for all sorts of jobs
including city attorn'ey,
district attorney, county
attorney, advisor to police
departments, etc. These jobs
in smaller, more rural areas
are often hard to fill as
students/attorneys sometimes
do not realize the potential in
less urban regions.
Many rural-area jobs allow
private practice outside
regular work hours, and some
even provide secretarial help
and office space for the
outside practice. A few of
these jobs have summer
clerking
possibilities,
probably on a volunteer or
minimal salary basis.

By Kathleen Campbell and Ken Skolnik
Columnist and Managing Editor
Opening Scene: Exuberance is the name and the linoleum is
still the same. Valpo's "fmest" guard the law students to
prevent any exuberant treatment of bathroom stalls.
Act 1: Un-Woman in the Law Conversations
Actor I:

"I'm so glad Employment
discrimination is being offered next
semester. It's so vogue!"

Actor II:

"Now-which one was Anita Hill?"

Actor ill:

"I love those First Year women! It is an
excellent opportunity
to meet people before they learn about my
true reputation!"

Actor IV:

Student,di8CUB8es new cannon on ethics: how
a lawyer's wife
should behave while shopping for her husband
at the local supermarket.

Public Interest Law
Public interest law can be
defined as legal services
rendered to groups or
individuals not represented
by private counsel. This
includes legal aid offices,
public defenders, and social
reform programs. In addition
to general legal services
offices, some agencies provide
service
to
particular
constituencies:
Children/Juvenile, Civil
Rights/Liberties, Consumer,
Education, Employment,
Public Defender/Criminal,
Environmental,
Utility,
Family, Health, Labor,
Immigration/Migrant/International,
Sex/Sexual
Orientation Discrimination,
Urban/Economic
Development, Public Safety,
and Youth.

Act II: Men of the '90's
Actor I:

A local man wears a skirt to a new bar in
town. He is shocked when
bouncer denies him right of access.

Actor II:

Law student secretly is in love with all of the
Bee-Gee's. You know, "Nobody gets too much
love anymore!"

Actor III:

High profile law review student re-enacts
Eve's fall from grace.

Actor IV:

Law school offers sequel to
Employment Discrimination Course: Sexual
Prowess and the High Court.

Intermission: Discussion of Madrid Peace Talks: The
Do's and Dont's of Serving Ham Sandwiches for lunch
Act m: Wesemann Hall One Month Before Finals

Judicial Clerkships
Most appellate and many
trial courts are staffed with
recent graduates who clerk
for the court for a period of
one or two years.
The
positions usually commence
in August or September and
require early application
(January 2, 1992 for Federal
Clerkships
that
will
commence
in
August/September of 1993!).
Please refer to the Judicial
Clerkship handbook available
in Career Services for
additional information on
various clerkships. Federal
bankruptcy
judges,
administrative courts, and
state-level courts often hire
students in the fall (and even
spring) of the third year of
law school.
For information on Non-legal
positions, read the upcoming
Career Seruices Weekly
Newsletter
which
is
distributed in the student
lockers, or may be picked up
at the Career Serives Office.

Scene I:

S.BA holds symposium for those left in the
dark: How to win friends and scam their
outlines.

Scene II:

Visiting V.I.P. attends Family Law class,
confuses lecture with coffee hour at a local
civic meeting.

Scene ill:

Environmental law student misses an
important class on dermitions. Comes to the
next class thinking a B.A.T. is
something available at the local Sportmart.

Scene IV:

Career Services posts the newest job available
to May graduates. Wanted: laundry mat
clerk with J.D. No writing 881Dples
required.

SceneV:

School officials discuss the amazing success
of recent condom sales at the law school.
They present a motion to the S.B.A. to have
condoms dispensed through the candy
machines.

Curtain
( Students scurry to perform the "clean up" for esteemed
guests)
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Students, from
page2
needs to take seriously the
need for
laboratories,
experiments. Mr. Cahn has
large responsibility for the
creation of our national legal
services program.
He
suggests further experiments
and creations of clinical
programs within law school
settings.
Mr. Cahn continued,
"Don't confuse law and
justice." The market is for
justice. But the need is to be
concerned about bringing law
and justice closer together.
Law and justice are for the
whole nation to produce. In
the past, rights have been
created for equitable realms
of justice and human need
together. Rights need to be

created to become and remain
productive and to avoid
obsolescence. We need to
convert clients into coproducers in the production
of justice.
Mr. Cahn finished by
saying that in the legal
profession we need to address
the issue of self-knowledge, of
knowing who we are and
what we can do. "Your fate
will be tested. If you don't
know yourself, you will be in
trouble. The time is here and
now to express love for each
other ... to be aware of how
fragile we are ... to have the
willingness to forgive ...and to
have the unwillingness to
stand in silence in the face of
injustice. The voices of love
will triumph over hate. The
voices of justice will triumph
over justice."

Off Lincolnway
By Stacey Strentz
Contributing Editor

As the snow and wind set
in here in Valparainsnow,

Windiana, there are a few
places you might want to try
to lighten up your mood ...
The Hacienda in Michigan
City has Killer Margauritas
and a great menu to boast. It
is located at 1099 N. Karwick
Road; the phone number is
879-4404. Their
chimichangas are fantastic
~---~-~an · is on y about a 25
minute drive up there.

•

BinWilly's, a bar & grille,
has just opened here in
Valparaiso. It is just otT
Calumet by Box Office Video.

It has a fun atmosphere,
different than any other
restaurant here in
Valparaiso. They have a live
D.J. every night and a good
menu with everything from
pasta to hamburgers.

For those of you who are
looking for a little recreation,
when the snow starts to fly,
consider cross-county skiing.
You can get skis at the ARC
on campus and the skiing
itself can be done on Forest
Park Golf Course - better
own as t e gol course

behind Golfview Apts." It is
located off Campbell St. by
Valparaiso High School, just
north of town.

$@Evan's Law Spins@$
By Evan Anderson
Contributor

scope of Hitchcock's listening
audience. The song sounds
as if it were created
Although many of specifically as a parody on
you are aware of Garth pop music; repetitive chorus,
Brooks (via Jackson's jukebox few words. The rest of the
or the recent DTP gathering) album does not follow the pop
you may not be aware of music mold set by the first
Robin Hitchcock a~d the release. One of the more
Egyptians' recent release creative songs is "Child of the
entitled Perspex Island (A&M Universe" which combines
Records). This new album background horns with an
follows the traditional sounds upbeat rythum to produce
set by Hitchcock's previous somewhat of a latin flavor.
albums but lacks the stark, The final few tracks become
cult lyrics of those past works melllow beginning with "She
which included "My Wife and Doesn't Exist" which includes
My Dead Wife," "Balloon vocal contributions by
Man," and "Madonna of the Michael Stipe (a la REM).
Wasps."
Peter Buck ( also of REM
The first release off fame)
makes
guitar
the album "So You Think contributions to most of the
You're in Love," is the pop album tracks yet is most
song departure for Hitchcock noticeable
on
"Ultra
which should increase the Unbelieveable Love" where

one can momentarily believe
he/she is listening to REM
until being swept back to
reality by Hitchcock's nasal
Brittish accent.
Overall,
Perspex
Island continues Hitchcock's
traditional college music
sound without the traditional
Hitchcock
wierdness.
Unfortunately, most of the
intrigue in listening to
Hitchcock was for his
strange, demented lyrics
which are non-existent on
this new compilation (except
for the last line of the album).
Currently Perspex Island
tops the college album chart
but give it a few decades for
one of the tacks to replace
"Freebird" as classic rock on
Jackson's jukebox. Rating
@@@@ out of a possible

Elvis, from page 2

Archives Specialist, Nixon
Presidential
Materials
Project, National Archives
and Records Administration,
Washington, D.C. 20408.

showed up at 6:30 a.m.
unannounced, uninvited, and
" ... voted one of the ten clad in a black cape. Later,
outstanding young men for when Elvis came back to the
[the] year of [1971,] based on White House he had a gift for
his work in the field of the President: a chrome
drugs." One might conclude plated Colt .45. Finally, just
from this statement that the at the time for the King's
King was involved with departure " .. .in a surprising,
raising drugs. But that spontaneous gesture, put his
probably was not the message left arm around the President
the King intended. One and hugged him."
would have a difficult time
trying at all to discern
The picture of that hug
Presley's intent considering has become one of the most
the notion that he was requested
documents
reachin the penumbra of his a a ila ble
h roug
e
pill popping.
National Archives. You too
can have that picture or one
Elvis startled the Secret of many others that were
Service and White House staff taken that day by the White
several times on December House photographer. Write
21, 1970. Initially, Presley to: Mr. Richard E. McNeil,

@@@@@.

Elvis did not get the
coveted "Federal Agent at
Large" badge. Do not fret,
Presley aficionados, for the
King had already amassed an
abundance of accoutrements
from state and local police.
Presley's accomplishments
did not get him into the DEA,
they only got him DEAd.

Information for this article
came from the National
Archives, made public under
the Presidential Records Act
at 44
22.

u.s.c.
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registration of firearms, and
it contains proposals to
register or ban outright gun
magazines that can hold
for court room expansion. seven rounds of ammunition
And a virtual neglect of or more. Nothing in the sominimum mandatory prison called Crime Bill would have
sentence laws. According to a stopped Scott Stewart from
recent Washington Post his violent rampage leading to
report, "out of 60 federal rape, robbery, and ultimately
statutes
[for minimum murder. Stopping the Scott
mandatory prison terms], 37 Stewarts of this world takes
have not been used once since imprisonment.
I agree with a United
1984." And "most such laws
States
Senator who recently
haven't been dusted off by
said,
"Government
must bear
prosecutors for use in a
and wield the sword of justice
courtroom in years."
Instead the Crime Bill to guarantee what has been
contains provisions to ban called 'the first civil right' of
firearms, potentially all semi- every American-the right to
automatic firearms.
It be free from fear." The NRA
contains measures that and honest American gun
amount
to
de
facto owners have taken up that
war on criminals, but the

~11ns,

from
page4

Demand, from
page4
Code of Professional Conduct
provides that pro bono work
shall be done for free or at a
reduced rate. Those involved
in clinic clearly have fulfllled
this aspect of the Code.
Hearsay tells me that the
Dean calls 90-120 of clinic
work, plus the payment of
over $1,000 to the V.U.
coffers, a fair exchange for
two or three credits. From
personal experience I can say
that I have never put
anywhere near as much time
into a two credit class as I
have put into clinic this
semester, a n d the Dean ' s
c aracterization of clinical
work as being insufficient to
satisfy the pro bono
requirement is unrealistic, illinformed, and unfair.

"Perhaps the Dean feels
the need to lower the
GPA's of V.U. students
even further from the
national average by
providing an even more
stressful environment for
1L's."
Another vague aspect of
this pr ogram is the question
of what sort of
w ork
qualifies . I recently saw a
notice on the Career Services
board inviting law students to
do their pro bono time at the
Lake County Prosecut or ' s
office. Since when has the
Lake County Prosecutor been
an indigent in need of legal

violent
criminals
will
continue to win if our efforts
are divided and laid to waste
by derisive anti-gun proposals
which disarm lawful gun
owners and empower the
Scott Stewarts of America.
We can make a difference, if
we make the criminal the
enemy and not lawful
ownership of firearms.

Mr. Baker is the NRA's
Executive Director of the NRA
Institute for Legislative
Action. A former prosecutif'g
attorney in Missouri, Mr.
Baker is a member of both
District of Columbia and the
state of Missouri Bar
Associations.

Has this question even been
addressed yet? Whatever the
answer, if law students are
incapable of understanding
jurisprudence until their
third year, as reflected by
current policy, why are
students suddenly capable o
understanding ethics in their
first year? And don't we all
A comment to the Code of have to take the Legal
Professional Conduct makes Profession anyway? It will be
it clear that the state bar's interesting to see what
pro bono requirement is not happens to this first year
to be enforced by disciplinary ethics requirement.
proceedings, which would
Perhaps a fourth year o
indicate that pro bono work is
voluntarily by all Indiana law school is not such a bad
If the
lawyers and law students, idea afterall.
V.U. students excepted. If we administration keeps adding
must have a pro bono required programs at the
program, why not have a current rate of one per year,
program consistent with the a fourth year of law school
state's rules, and why not will be needed by the turn o
have a well thought out set of the century. Education has
rules that actually address always been used as a tool to
exclude, and perhaps some
the policies behind the rule?
who are less able to deal with
Finally, don't first year stress, but who are otherwise
law have enough to worry competent, will be eliminated
about without the additional by the added burdens of the
implemented
burden of a one credit ethics newly
I am not
class? I have many friends programs.
that
legal
who attend other law schools, advocating
and these friends were education be made easy. I
shocked to learn that I had to just think that the Dean and
take six cour ses each the administration should
semester as a lL. From what recognize that quantity
I have heard, few, if any, should not displace qualit y .
other law schools place such a While aspects of the above
bur den on incoming law programs are unquestionably
such as the
students. Perhaps the Dean beneficial,
feels the need to lower the prospective addition of such
GPAs of V.U. students even programs should be balanced
the
existing
further from the national against
average by providing an even curriculum. A well reasoned,
more stressful environment holistic educational program
for lLs. Is this course to be is much more desirable than a
hasty, ill-planned experiment.
letter graded or pass-fail?
services? Isn't part of the
point of pro bono work to
protect the indigent from the
vast resources of the state?
The notion of pro bonoing at
the Prosecutor's office has
nothing to do with the spirit
of the Code of Professional
Conduct.

David's
Men's Cloth ier

Chastity, from
page3
Christian preaching has been
tainted by the fulminations of
St. Augustine and others who
were in a way anti-life.
Contaminated by Eastern
philosophies, these writers
regarded all matter, i.e., the
body, as evil. So even the
instruments of procreation,
the sexual powers, were seen
as evil. This is why the
Incarnation of Christ must
·e ver stre8s that God chose to
become man through a
woman's body.
Because we were
suspicious of the body and
sex, we also stressed virginity
as if this were the highest
·achievement of chastity, but
it is not. For each person is
called as a Christian to give
up something precious, as
Farrell reminds.
The martyr gives up his or
her life; the religious give up
personal will; the virgin
surrenders the legitimate
pleasures of marriage; and
the married man and woman
surrender their individual
freedoms to seek pleasures of
marriage from others besides
from their spouse; in order to
remain faithful to one
another.
Because our sexual powers
have something to do with
renewing
life
and
maintaining our species, the
sexual drive is indeed one of
the most potent forces in man
and woman. Sex, gender:
they are all tied up with the
mysterious wellsprings of
personality, male or female.
But it is wrong to say that
sins which result from giving
in to these sexual drives both
within marriage (that is, in
ways that are not love
enriching), or outside of
marriage (in ways divorced
from love) are the worst kind.
We must ever remember
that Our Lord Jesus was
extremely forgiving of
sinners. He did spend much
of His time with people of
easy virtue. It is equally
wrong to take scripture texts
out of context and misapply
them, as if the parable of the
wise and foolish virgins had
something to do with lust, as
some preachers insist.
It would be more
advantageous to remember
that the strongest words of
Christ
were
against
hypocrisy, arrogance, pride
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and the manipulation of
people.
The reason chastity is
such a life-giving virtue is
precisely because it is the
perfect climate in which
married love can grow. It
protects
the
union,
encourages the spouses,
teaches them consideration
for the other, keeps them
poised in relation to their
children and to each other.
Chastity is strongly
connected with charity, which
in a way is love traveling in
disguise. A married couple's
chastity means that they may
give their self to the other
completely in the joys of the
married act, that they do it
without reservation, that
there is genuine pleasure and
joy in this God-given gift, as a
way one has to make another
happy.
Chastity has much to do
with moderation, reminding
that there is more to love
than just giving and taking of
sexual pleasures. Such love
includes the whole range of
family joys, as well as
responsibilities, that writers
celebrate as "conjugal life."
Chastity has to do with
sacrifice, the postponing of
one's desires when good of
the other party is threatened.
Examine St. Paul's 13th
chapter to the Corinthians,
his hymn to charity, and read
it this way: chastity is
patient and it is kind;
chastity feels no envy because
one is secure in love; chastity
is never pervers e, p r ou d,
or insolent.
The time has come to stop
the tirades against sex as if it
were evil. Regard it now as a
treasure protected by that
lively and lovely virtue:
chastity.
It is chastity that places
sex in context: part of God's
plan to create homes and
·families in which future
parents, the children, can
learn about love in that
perfect school of chastity - the
love of husband and wife.
There too the young can
learn that their chastity is the
guardian of their future
married life; a way to keep
oneself free unti
the
unreserved gift of self is made
in matrimony.
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Forum pre-season college basketball poll
schedule will only build you
all up for inevitable
disappointment ... talk to me
in March about this one!
Presently, I sit at my desk 6. North Carolina- A year
as the familiar wind of away, but, Oh, will they be
change blows through m y gooood.
non-winterized apar t ment. 7. UCLA- if E d O 'Ban non
This wind of change is not of makes a full recovery.
Dylan'esque var iety, mer ely 9. Connect icut- Chris Smith,
the broom of fall t hat sweeps the best overall guard in the
my a tte nti on away from country.
college football and towards 10. Kentucky
college basketball.
My 11. Villanova- The toughest
penchant for college baskets schedule in the nation will
has drawn me, once again, to coat atleast ten games, but
the task of fortune teller-a la they'll be on prime time come
late march.
N ostradamu.s..
The following will 12. Utah
represent the top twenty 13. Ohio State- It'll be 'good
college basketball teams upon times' featuring JJ.
conclusion of march madneaa: 14. Oklahoma State
1. LSU- El SHAQ is BAQ 15. New Orleans- Will they
rarin' to take it to the recover from last year's postRAQ ...Justified!
season disappointment.
2
DukeThey are 16. Seton Hall
loaded ...but will not repeat.
17. Arizona- The Pac-Ten is
3 . St. John ' sSealy, very weak; if O'Bannon is not
Werdann,
Buchanon, healthy (See UCLA) Arizona's
Sproling, and you heard it stock will rise.
18. Wake Forest- Rodney
here-Lamont Middleton.
'
4.
Arkansas- Why has Rodgers!
everyone forgotten about this 19. DePaul
bunch? They return nearly 20. Tulane- The Green Wave
everyone, including the big is back. They lose noone
three: Mayberry, Day, and from last year's formidable
metro squad.
Miller.
Five Contenders: Florida
5. Indiana- Merely to pacify
the masses, however eeeeasy State, Iowa, Souther n
By: Drew Dillworth
Editor

Miaaissippi, Texas, and South
Florida.
Well, there you have it.
The Forum's Top 25.
However, I can tell by the
torment in your eyes that
some observations on the
coming season must be us
justified before you will give
this poll the credence it
deser ves. Firat, it appea rs
tha t the b a lan ce of p ower
again favors t he east (not too
shocking), this explains the
presence of seven eastern
school in the top 20.
Next, Indiana, Arizona,
UCLA, and Ohio State will all
have good teams and
excellent records, but, they
come from very weak
conferences this year. This
will hurt them in the post
season. For instance, Indiana
will feast on perenial patsies:
Tennessee-Martin,
BU,
Central Michigan, Texas
Tech, Kent, and Indiana
State. Come on Bob, what's
up with that?
Finally, it is this writer's
contention that this will be
the year of the upset. A few
to write down: 1)Shaq will
destroy Christian on Feb. 8,
catapulting LSU into the top
3; 2) Notre Dame should not
have agreed to come to Valpo
on December 9.

Law Students place in
Wrestling Tourney
By Michael D. Maloian
Contributor

in his class.

After weighing in at 158
and 167 pounds in his two
previous tournaments and
placing in the top three of
each competition, respectively,
Moskovic moved up to the 177
pound weight class this year.
In spite of suffering a second
T h e VU Sch oo l of Law degree sprain of his left
grappler s , Corpu s Delecti, shoulder, Moskovic was able
were able to capture fourth to repeat his performances of
place with the hard work and the past by again placing third
grueling efforts of 3Ls Scott in this year's tournament.
Kozlov and Alex Moskovic,
Whiting scored an easy
and 1La Bill Leonard and Tim second round pin to win first
Whiting. After weeks of place in the 191 pound weight
training and cutting weight, class.
Taking down his
the wrestlers took to the mat opponent nine times at ease,
in both a teat of their Whiting was in control of his
endurance and a struggle for match from beginning to end,
survival in this physical showing much promise for
athletic contest.
next year's tournament.
Kozlov, who also placed in
With only four entrants in
last year's competition, was ten weight classifications,
able to make weight for the Corpus Delecti took first place
126 pound weight class, in fifty percent of its
assuring Corpus Delecti a first competitions.
place title in this class as no
other athletes were able to
With the return of Leonard
make weight in this class.
and Whiting, 1992 may be as
In a three-way round-robin productive, and a larger
competition for the 150 pound representation of the law
weight class, Leonard quickly school may eB.rn Corpus
took his opponent to the mat, Delecti
an
intramural
scoring a first round pin and wrestling championship next
capturing a second place finish year.
Valparaiso University's
Hilltop Gymnasium was the
setting for the 1991 VU
I ntramural
Wrestling
Tournament, held on Sunday,
November3.

e entner enat e of
The Delta Th et a Phi Law Fraternity
Congratulate Their New Inductees
The Members of Delta Theta P hi:

J ames Admire
Evan Anderson
Jennifer Basart
William Beggs
Deborah Bentfield
Christy Beznoska
Carl Brizzi
Gretchen Cepek
Jeffrey Clymer

Gary Colasessano
Monica Conrad
Larry Dembinski
Drew Dillworth
Rick Donovan
Michael Drenth
Jill Droster
Shelly Evans
Adam Ferrandino

Matthew Gacek
Mark Hardwick
Jay Hoffman
Gregg Hixenbaugh
David Johnson
Kris Justesen
Joel Lopez
Trinidad Lopez
Laura Mikulski

Heydt Philbeck
Michael Resener
Suzanne Salzwedel
Ericka Schumacker
Krista Sebastian
Michael Swart
Jim Thompson
Bill Wagner
Chip Woods

Diedre Monroe
Angelina Mox
Onofrio Olivadoti
Phil Paarlberg
Carol Pals
Brad Pippen
Troy Rafferty
Misha Rabinowitch
Michael Rappa
Michael Roth

Ron Rothstein
Scott Scarpelli
Scott Sibley
Colette Smock
George Straschnov
Stacey Strentz
Natalie Vangel
Andy Wilson
Holly Winklejohn
Kip Winters

Would like to Congratulate and Welcome:

Susan Anderson
Michael Apolskis
Ryan Beall
Beverly Boehning
John Borgering
Bryan Bradley
Steven Brown
Jose Calderon
Julie Carrell
Glenn Champ~on
Tom Christensen

Helen Contos
Tom Durkin
Ken Elwood
Karla Franz
Kelly Haddox
Courtney Jones
Pat McCarthy
Brendan McGuire
Kent Mahnesmith
Peter Mills

Senate Meeting On Thursday, November 7, 1991, at 10:00. Location will be p osted on DTP board.

